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Vayetze
This week's Sedra reads in part about lacob, the fugitive from
home, who had run away tor feat of his life. During his flight,
he stopped to rest for the night. The Torah statesr "And he
lighted upon the place and tarried there at night, because the
sun was set." Rasfu asserts that |acob stopped there to pray,
for the word Pegiyah means to pray.
The word Pegiyah may also mean to attack, to meet, or to
entreat.
Thus we have a contrasting interpretation for the word
Pegiyah: A spiritual connotation intertwined with a physical
nuance.
In physical attac\ the purpose is to bend the attacked to the
attacker's will. If the attack is succesful, the assailed man
yields. The result is that the will of the attacked is brought
into harmony with the will of the attacker. The vanquished's
will is subdued; the victor's will therefore prevails. We now
heve Pegiyaft, a meeting of minds, albeit a forced one. In prayer,
as in this physical attack, we also seek to in{luence the mind
of the One from whom we wish to obtain a favor. We wish to
have His mind meet ours. Prayer in its simplest form, is then
to meet G-d, but we wish to meet Him on our terms. There is
considerable amount of selfishness in this kind of prayer.
But our Rabbis tell us that Kavyachol may respond to our
entreaties and yield to our urging and supplications, since by
our inteirse pleas we have awakened His Midat HaChesed
V'Rachamim. Thus VaTigzar Omer Vayakam Lach V'aI Derachecha Noga Ohr, fulfilling the verse2 "Thou shall also
decree a thing and it shall be established unto you, and light
shall shine upon thy ways." The Talmud3 interprets this that
the righteous decreesand Hashem fulfills; as David Hamelech
stated, "Hashem witl fulfill the desire of those that fear Him. "4
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Another form of prayer is one in which we have no self-interest, rather, we pray for the welfare of Klal Yisroel. Though
as individuals we may be in need of the very same thing and
should have thought of ourselves first, we relinquished our own
will to make it the will of others. Such a prayerG-d is inclined
to answer. He says "If you can forget about yourself, I will
remember you. If you make the will of others yours I shall
make My will yours. Let us meet."
The highest form of prayer is to meet G-d on G-d,s terms. A
notable Rabbi observed,"Prayer is not the endeavorto get G-d
to do what we want. Rather it is the attempt to put ourselves
into such a relationship with G-d that He can do in, for, and
through us, what He wants. It is not so much begging from
G-d as cooperation with Him. To pray is therefore not a way
of changing G-d to get what we want, but rather a way of
changing ourselvesto become what G-d wants us to be.,,
The experience of prayer has been likened to a long rope cast
out from a ship as it approachedland. The purpose of the rope
is not to draw the land to the ship, but to bring the ship closer
to the land. G-d is receptive only to the prayers of the one who
is receptive to Him as we find in the quotation,s
"The Lord is near to all who call on Him truly,,. In this vein,
the Kotzker Rebbe interprets the verses of yaakov regarding
the special portion of Shechem given to |oseph because:u,jI
took out of the hand of the Aramite with my sword and with my
bow," which the Targum explains Bitzloti (JvBaoti, denoting
prayers and supplications. The question arises-How could
prayer be compared to a bow? The Kotzker Rebbeexplains, just
as one stretches and pulls harder on the bow, the more the
arrow will traverse, so the more Kavana--inner feeling con_
centration of heart and mind, that one has in prayert the more
the prayer will advanceon high to reach its targeted objective.
In this week's Sedra,[acob met G-d through prayer, ,,Vayifga
bamakom." facob realizedthat he was in a holy place. According to a Midrashic homilyTthe Makom (place| designated here,
refers to Mount Moriah where the binding of Isaac took place
and where the Beth Hamikdosh was later built. Whil.
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thing seemed to be hopeless and in darkness, |acob reflected
that G-d is the only savior. hr his desperation and with nothing
to offer, facob knew that instead of through sacrifice, the only
way to reach G-d was through service, from the heat-Avodah
Shebalev. This is when he began to pray and according to the
Talmuds this is where he formulated the Tefilat Maariv, the
Evening Services.
The spectrum of prayer ranges from the simplest material
needs to the highest spiritual yearing. It is an expression of
man's quest for the Divine and his longing to unburden his
soul before G-d. tr sum, our Rabbis conceive prayer as a spiritual
bridge between man and G-d. It is a great instrument of human
regeneration and salvation. Prayer is the most powerful form
of spiritual energy one can ever generate to pierce the gates of
Heaven, for the sake of mankind.
We must all stop to ponder: What direction do our prayers
take today? How do we meet G-d? Do we know where we are?
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